Two divisions unite to enhance student learning

By OLIVIA K. CURNOW
Managing Editor

UCF administration is about to face two major changes once the spring semester finishes: the merge of two of the largest divisions campus wide, and leadership.

On May 11, Dr. Thomas Huddleston, vice provost for enrollment and academic services, will become the interim vice president of a new division after student affairs vice president Levester Tubbs' resignation goes into effect.

"Our first special project was the Special Olympics," said Melissa Zelniker, SPARK chairman. "SPARK is a special projects group in which people participate in preplanned projects once or twice a month on Saturdays.

"We tried to make it easier on people who wanted to get involved by giving them a choice of what type of project they would like to work on without the weekly meetings, dues or other time commitments that volunteering usually involves."

In addition to the Special Olympics, the volunteers have helped with the St. John's River Cleanup, UCF Beautification and Habitat for Humanity projects.

"We had a really great response for Habitat for Humanity," Zelniker said. "About 40 or 50 people showed up to help. We've gotten more students as the months have gone by."

Students who are on the organization's phone list are called and asked if they would like to work on a specific project.

Zelniker said people liked the idea that they could choose which projects suited their needs and interests.

According to Zelniker, it is perfect for students who need community service hours. Zelniker plans to have more projects lined up in the fall.

"We don't have a lot of money to do stuff, so we often work with other groups and pool our resources," she said.

See SPARK, Page 5

Victims hang symbolic shirts on campus

By LORI CARTER
Staff Writer

The UCFPD Victim Services' Unit, women's studies and the REACH program presented their third annual Clothesline Project on April 7.

The T-shirts made by victims of violent crimes, including those with the Central Florida Clothesline Project, will be displayed during National Victim's Rights Week on April 25 in downtown Orlando at Lake Eola.

The T-shirts were made by victims of violent acts. There were three workshops prior to the display.

"Victims come to create shirts in a supportive environment," said Kim Williams, victim advocate for the UCFPD Victim Services' Unit. "It's a lot like a support group.

There are counselors in case the victim needs to talk because it involves a lot of emotions," Williams said. But the victims that are referred to victim services are usually ready to help increase public awareness.

The color of the T-shirt corresponds to a specific act of violence.

Williams said she remembers

See T-SHIRTS, Page 4

Two divisions unite to enhance student learning

By GWEN R. RHODES
Staff Writer

Volunteer UCF has set up SPARK in an effort to recruit people. SPARK is geared toward individuals who may have thought they did not have the time to fit volunteering into their busy schedules.

The organization, which started in January, is in need for people with ideas for organizational projects or who just want to help make the world a little better.
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Engineering teams prepare to race in rough terrain

By BRIAN SMITH

In May and April, UCF will send auto engineering teams to the Mini-Baja competitions, which are patterned after the baja 1,000 off-road race.

The teams built two different vehicles due to the differing terrain.

"We have a steel frame car for the Southwest," said Gary Morris, captain of the team of UCF students heading to El Paso, Texas, for the Mini-Baja West in mid-April. "For the east, we use an aluminum frame."

The Mini-Baja vehicles are designed for one person and are powered by an eight horsepower Briggs and Stratton engine. The designs will be judged on construction, acceleration, maneuverability and performance.

The teams will compete in a four-hour endurance race over rugged terrain.

"Endurance is important out west," said team advisor Charles Nuckolls. "They have lots of rocks. In the east, the rocks are more amphibious."

UCF has sent teams to off-road events for 30 years and have placed in the top five. To improve, UCF plans to focus on a long-range plan.

"We have included several freshmen and sophomores in the team this year," Morris said.

The goal of the plan is to build more experience teams in the future. About 67 students are involved in the design and the building project.

Twelve students will make the trip to El Paso. Students from 46 universities in the United States and Mexico will compete this year in Texas. One hundred fifty colleges and universities from all over North and South America will take part in the total series of contests, which are sponsored by the Society of Automotive Engineers.

In other UCF news:

- UCF was selected with 56 other universities throughout the nation to take a leadership role in a program initiated by President Bill Clinton called "The President's Initiative on Race."
- April 6 through 9 marked the beginning of UCF's participation in the national program. The focus was to discuss how higher education, in conjunction with local communities, can prepare students and graduates to address and improve racism in its many forms.
- Activities during the week included a dialogue about race, racism and reconciliation in the Student Union, and the Color of Fear.
- Representatives for Florida Leader magazine visited UCF on April 7 to make an official presentation to the Student Government Association (SGA).
- SGA was awarded as the "Best Student Government, Public University." The representatives met with a variety of UCF officials: Chris McCray, department of housing; Reuben Rodriguez, Office of Student Activities; Greg Mason, Greek Affairs and other Greek leaders.
- More than 40 UCF organizations encouraged people to "Get Carded" between April 2-8.
- The campaign began with a kick-off dinner on April 2, which was held at the Student Union. The dinner provided real-life experiences to be shared with student leaders to broaden their understanding of the issue and encourage their support through the distribution of donor cards.
- Speakers at the dinner included: Dr. Mary Palmer and Sheriff Stephen M. Oelrich.
- The highlight of the week occurred at the Student Union's South Plaza on April 8. Second Chance, a jazz and rock band, played at the Get Carded Concert and Festival.
- The concert provided students and faculty with information about organ donation, tissue transplants and the significant impact of the donor shortage on minority populations.
- Facts about organ and tissue donation:
  - More than 58,000 Americans currently await organ transplants.
  - Many more are in need of life-enhancing tissue transplants to restore vision, ease mobility and to alleviate burns and illness.
- "We have included several freshmen and sophomores in the team this year," Morris said.

Hudleston looking forward to new challenge

From PAGE 1

where he worked with President John Hitt.

"Dr. Hudleston has significant managerial experience related to student affairs," Whitehouse said. "He was an early pioneer in integrating student enrollment issues within the mission of a traditional student affairs organizational model."

The division will unify formerly separate functions such as housing, counseling and testing, student health services, recreational services, student legal affairs, financial assistance and academic advising among many others.

Although Hudleston, who has worked at UCF since 1993, is looking forward to heading the division, he said it is too premature to plan any changes.

"That's part of the challenge and opportunity," he said. "How best can we take two student-oriented divisions and make a better organized division? Collaboration is going to be a key issue. We are going to move as quickly as is prudent and do an evaluation after the first year. We'll do as much as we can with as much as we can."
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T-shirts tell stories of violence

Shirt Color Code

- White - homicide victims
- Gray - male survivors
- Green/blue - childhood sexual abuse
- Red/orange/pink - sexual assault
- Yellow/beige - battered women
- Purple/lavender - attacks on homosexuals

Escort Patrol Service.

"It was a busy day," Ott said. "A lot of students listened to the Speak-Out. I think the day was a success because it helped raise awareness."

"It raises awareness to violence against women and the disenfranchised groups like homophobic assaults," said Shelley Park, interim director of women's studies.

"I want to speak-out over the microphone," said Victoria Ott, board member of Full Circle. "Full Circle members will read anonymously for people." According to Ott, the speakers included a representative from UCPE, who stressed the department wanted to get more involved with the students on campus and spoke about the Students to make students aware that crimes occur on campus and that services are available 24 hours a day.

According to Williams, "I don't have to give information to the police. We encourage reports being done, but they are not mandatory." If you are a victim and need help, call 823-5555 and ask for a victim advocate.

"It is not a problem that will be fixed in one year, but at least I can help get the ball rolling," Cupicha said.

The UCF Interfraternity Council was also honored at the SEIFC conference by winning two awards: the Fraternal Excellence Award and the Continuing Program Award.

The Fraternal Excellence Award is given to colleges that excel in at least nine out of 12 criteria. UCF was the only school in the large-school division to have met all 12 of the criteria.

According to Barr Marek, UCF Interfraternity Council president, the award is based on a set of criteria that addresses things like management, service, academics, philanthropy events, financial risk management, administration relations and community outreach.

"We completed all of the requirements and I am proud that we did very well in them," Marek said.

The SEIFC Continuing Program Award was presented to only two out of the 99 colleges present. UCF received the award for Trick or Treat on Greek Street, which was held last October. The community outreach project was recognized as the best community service project in the Southeast.

The UCF Greek system sponsors Trick or Treat on Greek Street during which they secure donations from business sponsors like Toys 'r Us and PetSmart.

According to Marek, the UCF Interfraternity Council visited or sent invitations to all the local elementary schools in the surrounding area.

"Toys 'r Us donated toys and PetSmart donated goldfish for us to give away as prizes," Marek said. "We closed off Greek Street and each Greek organization brought in candy and set up games in their front yards to provide a safe place for the children and their parents to come and enjoy their time together."

The money that was raised from the event went to the Crisis Nursery charity to help underprivileged kids.

 Greeks win awards of excellence
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as possible.

"I would like to get more involved in what is going on at the individual campuses and be able to better customize the issues we discuss at the conference," Cupicha said. "We often have the problem that by the time the conference is held, the issue has already been dealt with.

"Then it is discussed at length at the conference and suggestions are made. The representative then wishes that they had the suggestions earlier because they would have dealt with the problem differently." Cupicha said he is up to the challenge of addressing that problem as well as researching other issues such as risk management policies and campus leadership issues. Risk management policies have become a major concern at the national level for college Greek organizations.

According to Cupicha, three Greek chapters in the nation have chosen to "go dry," which means they will not serve alcohol at their chapter functions.

"Taking more responsibility for the drinking problems associated with fraternities is one of the main goals of risk management," Cupicha said. "Most people have the Animal House stereotype in their minds when they think of fraternity men.

"What they fail to realize is that fraternities are built and survive on their high ideals and ethics. They seek out good men and strive to make them better." Cupicha said he wants to focus on other issues besides alcohol.

"We want to get away from the focus on alcohol and focus more on what the organizations were actually founded for, which is to promote community service and to grow as an individual," Cupicha said. "Our local community is scrutinizing us more and more so it is time that we address the issue."

Cupicha said he intends to make risk management part of his agenda at the SEIFC.
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An endurance race for a cure

By KATHERINE MARTIN
Staff Writer

A majority of people in the United States battle with cancer. They battle cancer either by having it or supporting a family member or friend inflicted with the disease.

"The Relay for Life was started in Tacoma, WA, by a man who walked 24 hours for cancer," said Karen Neely, American Cancer Society spokesperson. "The Relay for Life has been the signature for the American Cancer Society ever since."

Participants of the event can run, walk, rollerblade or use another method to travel around the track for the 18-hour period. The participants of the event will form teams with about 10 to 15 members. The event begins with a survivor's lap of victory, which also honors those who have died. This is the second year for Florida's Relay for Life, and it has expanded to two locations so more teams can participate.

The event will begin at 6 p.m. on April 24 and finish at noon on April 25. This is an annual fundraiser for the American Cancer Society.

Sorority hunts for Easter eggs with local school children

By DAWN MYERS
Staff Writer

Alpha Xi Delta spent the morning of April 9 with the children in the Bonneville Elementary Head Start program.

The sorority members hid Easter eggs throughout the playground for this first hunt.

In other Greek news
• Alpha Xi Delta and Sigma Chi is hosting an alcohol presentation titled, By the Numbers. The presentation will be held on April 20 in the Student Union Key West room 218 AB at 7:30 p.m. The presentation will consist of numerous facts and statistics.
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SPARK acts as liaison between students, agencies
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Volunteer UCF is an information resource and referral source for UCF students. It acts as a liaison between students and the community.

"So, if you came in as a student and you were interested in doing some criminal justice work we have books of lists with all the agencies volunteers need," Zelniker said. "Basically, what we do is match the student need with the agency need."

According to Zelniker, Volunteer UCF also puts on special projects during the year like the Hunger Banquet in the fall, Get Carded organ-donor dinner on April 2 and the organ-donor festival and concert held April 8.

"We do the volunteer fair in the fall in which about 100 agencies come out and set up tables with exhibits to let the students know what is available in the community," Zelniker said. "Since we started SPARK, many people who have gotten involved, get caught up in the spirit of it and say 'I like doing this,' especially those who helped with the Special Olympics. Also planned for the fall are projects such as "Take Me Out to the Ballgame" which involves children from the Easteen Agency and YMCA. The group is also trying to match up kids with UCF students, mimicking the Big Brother/Big Sister program.

Good Luck during Finals Week!
Will the real athletes please stand up?

By CLAIRE WEINGARDEN
College Press Service

March Madness is here, bringing with it that widely held, seldom-challenged belief that the hardest working athletes on the basketball court are the ones handling the ball.

College mascots know better. And aside from all the bumps, bruises and unbelievable body odors they have to endure, many say their jobs are some of the best gigs around.

All, they have licenses to ditch insecurities for a while and act completely goofy in front of thousands of people. They get chances to

And many mascots say, is that they work in near-total anonymity.

"Outside of the costume, I would consider myself to be a pretty shy person," said Tara Mobray, a junior chemistry major who is a Baby Jay mascot for The University of Kansas. "But once inside the costume, I can really turn it on."

"Athletes? These people aren't athletes," you say. But then you've probably never run around a basketball court or football field for hours on end wearing shoulder pads, fake fur overalls and 40 pounds of fiberglass headgear like John Seelman, a senior English and public relations major better known as "Bucky Badger" at the University of Wisconsin at Madison.

"High endurance is the key to being able to stay alive out there while you're in costume," he said. "I probably lose 10 pounds per game because I sweat so much. It's not a pretty picture."

Added Mobray: "To be lively in that costume for hours on end, you've got to be a fairly athletic person. It gets unbelievably hot in there."

And smelly. "Wearing that head can be terrible, especially the first couple of times," said Scott Craig, Duke University's Blue Devil. "I try and rinse the head out with a vodka and water solution, but really, it's no use. I feel for anyone who has to get near me after the game."

Mascots dance, dive, tumble, jump up and down and play fights with mascots from opposing teams — anything to rev up a crowd. The trick to being loved is maintaining a frenzied spontaneity that doesn't stop until the buzzer sounds. And, of course, keeping their balance while wearing costumes that obliterate their peripheral vision.

"When interviewing potential mascots, I look for individuals who aren't afraid to be goofy in front of thousands of people. They get chances to.

"The physical part of the tryouts could have been renamed 101 ways to make an ass out of yourself," Seelman said. "I had to dance around in a gym for two and a half hours without even wearing the costume. I might as well have been naked."

Before they're hired, mascots also have to prove they're fast thinkers. "I had to do a lot of improv," said Craig, a senior biomedical engineering major. "(The judges) wanted to see what I would do to pump up the crowd if the team was really cold. They also wanted

"People mess with you, and 12-year-old boys are the worst. They know you're not real, and they're usually trying to prove it to the little kids who think you are. So they're always trying to rip my head off or mess with my costume."

"It's just not smart to head over to the crowd without having someone else with you," Craig said. "People mess with you, and 12-year-old boys are the worst. They know you're not real, and they're usually trying to prove it to the little kids who think you are. So they're always trying to rip my head off or mess with my costume."

Then there was that little crowd surfing incident. "I went into the student section and some big guys picked me up," Craig said. "I ended up in the alumni section, where no one was into the whole crowd surfing thing, so I fell on a stack of chairs."

"That's OK," Craig said. "It's just a part of the job."
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Test anxiety can produce low self-worth, high self-doubt

By LINDA RAMOS
Staff Writer

Test anxiety can be defined as an extreme sensation of stress experienced during a testing situation. In order to know how to reduce test anxiety, you first need to tackle the causes behind it.

Carol Kanar, in The Confident Student, lists two main causes of test anxiety. They are feelings of inadequacy due to lack of study preparation and viewing grades as a measure of self-worth.

Feelings of inadequacy due to ineffective study preparation can lead to self-doubt and lack of confidence. Students who study poorly at the last minute or do not study at all are prone to experience anxiety during test time. Other students feel anxious during exams because they view grades as a measure of self-worth.

For example, a student who gets a C on a test may believe he/she is just "average." Grades are not determinants of how well you can perform in other areas of your life.

Once you have figured out your test anxiety's cause, work on eliminating it. If being unprepared is the cause, then the only way to eliminate this problem is to study.

Kevin Paul of Study Smarter, Not Harder suggests not to allow test anxiety to overpower you to take action against your fears by being well prepared.

What material will be covered on the test?

Start studying at least one week prior to the exam date. In College Basics by Martin and Peter Lunenfeld, students are advised to study difficult material early during study sessions.

Most students do just the opposite by procrastinating. So by the time they get to study the harder concepts, their energy levels and motivation are at an extreme low.

The way not to attach a definition of self-esteem or self-worth with the kinds of grades you receive is to become highly conscious of the inner dialogue within you.

Don't say to yourself "I got a 73 percent on my exam again. I must be stupid or something because no matter how hard I try I just can't ever do better." Instead, take the grade as a challenge to learn from your mistakes in order to improve on the next exam.

Finally, a little bit of stress can be to your advantage. A little rush of adrenaline and nervousness can help you perform your best and get through test questions.

Reflect any anxiety felt during the exam to the exam to help you get through it. Let test anxiety work for you not against you.

Linda Ramos is associated with Full Student Services (FSS), which provides word processing/typing and research assistance to college students. Direct all correspondence to FSS, PO Box 622077, Oviedo, FL 32762-2077 or 407-525-3102.
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By CHRISTINE TATUM
College Press Service

Bulletin boards never bothered Scott Gunsaullus until he went to Florida State University.

Once a harmless way to announce campus news, upcoming parties and apartment openings, they have become dumping ground for colorful, glossy ads hawking everything from credit cards to CDs and high-interest loans, he said. And the boards are filled with so many ads, Gunsaullus said, that there's little room to post anything else.

So, in the spirit of Teach-In—a student-led, grassroots effort aimed at challenging corporate growing involvement in higher education—Gunsaullus decided to do something about them. With the help of a few friends, the junior political science major stripped many boards of corporate advertising. Anything being sold to students by anyone other than students came down.

"That's what Teach-in is all about," said Gunsaullus, one of several students on his campus who participated in this year's event. "We have to let people know the power is in their hands to change what they don't like. Students have options and rights.

And many are tired of the growing influence big business is having on their education, said Ben Manski, a member of the Democracy Teach-In Council, an international coalition of student groups based at the University of Wisconsin at Madison. He said he is especially angered that the majority of his school's board of regents is made up of business leaders who were appointed by the state's governor. When students recently learned that one of those regents was the governor's largest campaign contributor, Manski said they collected more than $1,200 with hopes of bribing the governor into appointing a student to the board. (He didn't accept the money.)

"We want everyone to take a closer look at how corporations are using colleges and universities—even to the extent that they're affecting what kind of research is done," Manski said.

"Most decisions are made from the top down, and that's not a true democracy—especially when the decision makers have close ties in corporations. Are they really concerned about students, or do they want to use us to make money?"

Students at more than 120 universities in the United States and Canada posed similar questions at a wide range of events. At Harvard University, students listened to lectures on the growing impact corporations are having on the environment and medicine. Gunsaullus said students at Florida State invited independent food vendors into the student union to pass out freshies and show everyone that they don't have to put up with the high prices being pushed on campus because of Marriott's exclusive deal with the university.

At York University in Canada, about 100 students barged into a board of regents meeting. After prompting the school officials to leave, students assumed their posts and voted to dissolve the board altogether.

"What they did probably won't stick," Manski said with a chuckle. "But it shows what a lot of us are thinking: Students don't get real representation."

School officials who have watched many of the events unfold say the students are asking important questions.

"It's not a bad issue," said Roger Howard, associate dean of students for the Madison campus. "I think everyone is concerned about finding the appropriate balance between state funding and a university's need to go out and find alternative sources of revenue."

More than 20 international activist organizations—including Earth First, the United States Student Association and Britain's Corporate Watch—sponsored many events. Manski said the number of teach-ins has grown dramatically since the idea was first conceived a couple of years ago.

http://www.corporations.org/democracy

---

WUCF 89.9 fm
jazz and more!

EARN UP TO $45 IN 7 DAYS!!

CALL FOR INFORMATION AND/OR APPOINTMENT

1122 West Church Street, Orlando, FL
(407) 841-2151

Peppino's
Ristorante Italiano

UCF Graduation Special! May 9th

1 FREE Bottle of Champagne and 10% of all Dinner Entrees with a Purchase of 6 Entrees. (integer. "We have"

Try Our Lunch Buffet
11am-2pm Monday thru Friday
Salad Bar • Soup of the Day
1 Meat Entree • 2 Pastas • Pizza
$4.95

Study hall.

Have plans to spend your summer in Southwest Florida?
Check us out. Be cool this summer.

Florida Gulf Coast University, Florida's newest four-year university, offers a full range of summer courses. And all credits are transferable.

FGCU not only offers educational excellence, but innovative technology, integrated curriculum and personal attention to individual students.

Better call for availability.

Florida Gulf Coast University.

Be cool.
Check us out.

FLORIDA GULF COAST UNIVERSITY
A Proud Commitment to Educational Excelence

10501 FGCU Boulevard South, Fort Myers, Florida 33965-6565
1-888-889-1095 http://www.fgcu.edu
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Where do you think you’re going? Not very far without a spring tune-up

By NEIL SIMON
College Press Service

Every spring it’s the same old scene: Students who left their bicycles outside all winter start riding again as if the snow and sleet that frosted their wheels never fell.

Chains and brakes squeaking, they make their way through campus, hoping the sounds will disappear the more they ride.

Bike experts, who do plenty of business this time of year, are already rolling out their annual sermons on maintenance.

“You wouldn’t do that to your car,” Rob Boi, owner of RRB Bikes in Evanston, Ill., told a student who had left his bike under a tree.

“Sermons on maintenance. Even bikes left indoors can have problems when hitting the road for the first time in a long while.”

“My friend thought he had an expensive bike, so he didn’t have to maintain it,” said Brad Philan, a student at Lane Community College in Oregon. “I rode it the other day, and the gears were grinding and wouldn’t shift.”

No bicycle, no matter how good, is immune from the need for a spring tune up, Boi said.

“Check the air in the tires, and at least oil the chain. These two things are major,” he said. “They’ll save a lot of wear and tear on the bike.”

Bike shops typically oil chains and pump tires for free - tasks that take less than 10 minutes. Even if your bike is in good shape mechanically, experts say there are still a number of things to do to keep yourself safe when riding - and your bike safe when you leave it behind:

1. Buy a helmet. Comfort first, price second. If it doesn’t feel good, don’t buy it, because you’ll never wear it. Find a comfortable helmet with a sticker indicating it meets safety standards. The sticker will tell you the helmet and its straps passed drop tests and strength tests. Average cost: $35.

2. Wear the helmet correctly. Think safety, not glamour. A helmet is no use if it’s worn like a baseball cap on the back of your head. The bottom of the helmet should rest just above your eyebrows. The straps should be tight enough so the helmet stays in position on your head.

3. Dress in light colors. Dark is bad, light is good. Reflective jackets are a bonus, but if you just wear white or bright colors people will see you.

4. Light up your bike. More lights, more safety. A flashing red taillight is more effective than relying on drivers to see your little rear reflector. A flashing yellow light can usually be seen from half a mile away. Average cost: $20. A headlight will help make you see things, too. A halogen, battery-powered light will help you see everything in front of you before it’s too late. Average cost: $100-$500.

5. Lock up your bike. Forget chain links, go for heavy metal. The U-shaped locks are best for locking your bike (frame and wheels) to any bike rack or pole. Some campus police stations offer these locks at the manufacturer’s cost to their students. Average cost: $35.

6. Lock your seat, too. Now that your bike is safe, you want something to sit on. Most bikes have a quick release seat, so unless you plan on bringing it to lecture with you, lock it up. A “seat leash” is one way to deter thieves. The “leash” is an 18-inch cable, that bolts to the seat clamp and seat, and wraps around the bike frame. It stays on your bike all the time, so there’s no hassle every time you park. Average cost: $4.

NOW HIRING

- servers - line cooks - alley coordinators
- Flexible scheduling around school
- Day 1 insurance program
- Tuition reimbursement program

APPLY AT THE OLIVE GARDEN-WINTER PARK
655 N. Orlando Ave.
Winter Park, FL 32789
407-740-7117
CALL AND ASK A MANAGER FOR DETAILS

The Olive Garden
A Casual Dining Restaurant

There are things money can't buy.
For everything else there's MasterCard.

To learn more or apply for a card, visit our
web site at www.mastercard.com/student

MasterCard.
April 15, 1998

Chuck Shepherd's

LEAD STORIES

• In February, Cambridge (England) University researcher Fiona Hunter, who studied penguins' mating habits for five years, reported that some females apparently allow male strangers to mate with them in exchange for a few nest-building stones, thus providing what Hunter believes is the first observed animal prostitution. According to Dr. Hunter, all activity was done behind the back of the female's regular mate, and in a few instances, after the sex act, John gave the females additional stones as sort of a tip.

• In March, trial began in Lesli Szabo's $17 million lawsuit against a Hamilton, Ontario, hospital for not making her 1993 childbirth pain-free. Physicians said that painless childbirth cannot be achieved without the anesthesia's endangering the child, but Szabo said she expected enough. "When I'm in pain, the words that come out of my mouth would curl your lips," she told the Arizona Republic, explaining, "When I'm in pain, the words that come out of my mouth would curl your hair." After five days of trial, the parties reached an undisclosed settlement.

• In November, Howard and Jean Garber of Arinal Hills, Calif., announced that in spring 1996 they would have a grandchild despite their daughter Julie's having passed away a year earlier at age 28 from leukemia. Julie had harvested 12 eggs before undergoing radiation treatment, and after her death, her parents selected a father and surrogate mother, who announced on Thanksgiving Day that she was pregnant.

• While locked up in the Kerr Delta, Minn., as damages for being molested as a kid by former pastor Daniel Reeb, told reporters in February that since the church cannot pay the judgment, he most likely would take over the house of worship himself as payment and turn it into a place to help other sex abuse victims.

FAMILY VALUES

• Following the August death of 122-year-old French woman Jeanne Calment, Canadian Marie-Louise Februnie Meilleur, 116, was named by the Guinness Book of Records as the world's oldest person. In an interview with the Associated Press on that occasion, Meilleur said her hobby was finding a girlfriend for her 81-year-old son at the nursing home where they both reside.
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Pulled fire alarms are no laughing matter

By JASON HEIRONIMUS
Opinion Editor

Sometimes as college stu-
dents we feel that it is our con-
stitutional right to do stupid things. We go out at night and
come home in varied mental
and physical states and decide
that it is time to let our pres-
ence be known. This has got to
stop.

Recently at my place of resi-
dence there has been a rash of
fire alarms being set off. This
only occurs at the most incon-
venient of times, like three in
the morning. These kind of
shenanigans, and that is exactly
what they are, are exactly what
gives college students a bad
reputation. Why is there this
need to cause a public distur-
ance in the middle of the break
the glass so bad it hurts. your drunken idiot friends that
person decided to pull the fire
alarm for disturbing everyone and
mined, after all they just had a
any respect for each other any-
give in to these temptations
crazy act and then you'll be the
more? just to see what it would feel
in my complex. I usually stay up
crime.

The incident that has incited
this column happened when a
person decided to pull the fire
alarm at four in the morning in
my complex. I usually stay up
late, but four in the morning is
no longer late night, it is early
morning. I respect everyone’s
right to party, but when it
infringes on my right to get a
good night’s rest that is when
I get upset. But I have to give
the person that pulled off this
heinous crime some credit, be
he/she did a fantastic job. Not
only was I violently thrown out
of my deep sleep, I was very
confused as to just exactly
what country I was in and what
my name was. I guess if you
want to do a job, you do it
right.

But what is the fascination with
fire alarms? Is it because they
are so convenient? They
are perched on every wall with
a lever that is screaming to be
pulled. Or some of them have
d these glass cases around them
with the bar that wants to
break the glass so bad it hurts.
I admit, I often feel the need to
give in to these temptations
just to see what it would feel
like. But I think I know how I
would feel. I would feel horri-
ble for disturbing everyone and
would probably less use up my
crime. So am I the only one
with this sense of morality?
Pulling a fire alarm should
be equal to robbing a conve-
nience store. But I think the
latter offense to be the most
serious. Let us think about
what the thought process of an
alarm puller is. First, in all
likelihood they have to be
intoxicated. This is an absolute
for no one in their right mind
would commit such an act
sober. Second, they probably
are not looking to pull the
alarm but upon passing it the
alarm begins to talk to them.

"Please pull my little red lever,
it’s been so long since I’ve had
the chance to stretch out. Plus,
I’m so quiet all the time. I
need to let my presence be
known so that everyone can
stop taking me for granted. But
the best part is that after you
do this for me, you can go tell
your drunken idiot friends that
you were the perpetrator of this
crazy act and then you’ll be the
mad!!!

After this the drunken stu-
dent is pretty much deter-
mined, after all they just had a
one-sided conversation with a
fire alarm. The drunkard then
carefully overhears his trem-
bling arm in the direction of
the alarm, swearing that it is
smiling back at him. With one
last look of desperation he
looks to the heavens and finds
no response in return. He then
proceeds to pull the lever,
thinking that he is doing the
alarm a favor, and then sprays
away. All night he is the man,
because, it is a crazy thing to
do. But in the morning he is
the village idiot who pulled the
fire alarm, unwillingly pulling
everyone back to the fourth
grade frame of mind, when we
were actually smart enough not
to do such things.

Of late I have been concen-
trating my columns on the stu-
pidity of others. Pulling the
fire alarm seems to fit right
into this subject. I just don’t
understand how people can
find enjoyment out of making
others uncomfortable. My only
conceivable answer to this
question is stupidity. How can
something that seems so
ridiculous to the rest of us
seem so enticing to the rest of
them? And speaking of “them,”
who are they? I’ve never met
any of these people. I’m not
saying that everyone I know is
brilliant, but everyone that I
have had the pleasure of
encountering at UCF doesn’t
seem to fit into this category.
So who are these people and
where do they live and how do
they find the reasoning to com-
mite some of the acts that they
do? Maybe I am just getting too
old for these kinds of college
pranks. Or maybe I’m just
lucky enough to not be among
the stupid who find these acts
humorous. But I would like to
do something about the alarm
pullers. If you are an alarm
puller, let your opinion be
known. Write me and tell UCF
what your rationale behind
your actions is. Maybe they are
championing a cause. Maybe
they are against silence. Or
maybe they are against people
who are smart enough not to
do such things. The point is I
don’t know. So write in and tell
us how you feel. Maybe the rest
of us ignorant people enlight-
ened to the reasoning behind
what you do. I know we can
bridge the gap between us, so
all you have to do is speak out.
The Hope Scholarship not much help for those in real need

By MICHAEL LOGAN

Becky Stephens is the kind of student who could benefit from the HOPE Scholarship, a new federal aid program. The 28-year-old is raising three children while working toward a degree in psychology and special education at Millersville University in Pennsylvania. She receives $2,700 in grant aid and $4,500 in student loans, it isn’t enough for Stephens to attend classes while her husband, Danny, supports a family of five on an $18,740 incomed and overall funding by $254 million. That represents 3.4 percent growth over the prior year — barely enough to keep up with inflation. In fact, it lags behind the average rise in college prices, which increased 5 percent last year.

Another longtime objection to tuition tax credits is that they may tempt schools, especially low-cost institutions, to raise tuition prices to capture more federal aid.

Take, for example, the case of Gretchen Lancero, a 23-year-old second-year student at Yuba Community College in Loma Linda, Calif., who is working toward a degree in dental hygiene. Lancero and her husband, Jeff, earn $32,000 annually. Lancero pays $13 per credit hour in California’s community college system — a rate among the lowest in the nation. Still, she qualifies for a $312-a-year HOPE Scholarship. Lancero could collect even more if California charged a higher rate for its community college tuition, thereby passing to the federal government a greater share of the cost to educate her.

Longanecker insists that state legislatures are not likely to risk political popularity by raising tuitions, and that private institutions subject to market pressures would find it difficult to raise prices without chasing students into the arms of competitors.

But in California, analysts already have recommended that state legislators consider raising tuition because, as one detailed report points out, the state would capture more federal aid. There is no indication yet of what California will do.

Expansion of need-based programs is a sure way to avoid tuition increases, said Lawrence E. Gladiuex, director of policy analysis for The College Board.

As Erica Adelhelm, director of the United States Student Association, sees it, the tax breaks in their current form are inequitable.

We feel that if you’re giving a $1,000 benefit it should go to low-income students,” she said.

But low-income students have plenty of help in the form of Pell grants to get them through a college’s gates, Longanecker said. The problem, he said internal Education Department studies have revealed, is that many don’t know they qualify for such aid. Education officials are hoping that as students learn they aren’t eligible for HOPE scholarships, they will collect even more. Congress already has done this for Pell grants and other forms of need-based aid instead.

Though Pell Grant funding for fiscal year 1998 increased 24 percent to about $7.4 billion, the grant’s value has actually dropped 40 percent in inflation-adjusted terms since 1975. Higher-income students, however, are expected to receive an additional $2.08 billion in new aid this fiscal year. By fiscal 1999, tuition tax credits will cost $6.5 billion in federal revenue, a figure climbing to $7.4 billion by 2000.

Critics of tax-based aid fear it will begin to outpace need-based funding. Last year, trustees of The College Board said as much when discussions of HOPE drifted through congressional committees.

They declared that tuition tax credits should not be allowed to substitute for reduced funding for need-based aid.

Given the Clinton Administration’s current education budget proposal, there is evidence to indicate the trustees’ apprehensions were not unwarranted. For 1999, the Administration has proposed increasing by $100 the maximum Pell Grant and overall funding by $254 million. That represents 3.4 percent growth over the prior year — barely enough to keep up with inflation. In fact, it lags behind the average rise in college prices, which increased 5 percent last year.

But in California, analysts already have recommended that state legislators consider raising tuition because, as one detailed report points out, the state would capture more federal aid. There is no indication yet of what California will do.

An expansion of need-based programs is a sure way to avoid tuition increases, said Lawrence E. Gladiuex, director of policy analysis for The College Board. Because only a small population of students receive the Pell Grant, Gladieux said a school could not just raise tuition prices to capture the cost. And given that an investment in the current system would extend more benefits to low-income students, why not put the $32 billion ear-marked for the Pell Grant? That’s what Gladieux recommended last year when he testified before Congress. Along with the smaller programs — such as the Education IRA — about $40 billion in education tax breaks were on the table, but little of that money went toward direct expenditures.

Between budget constraints and a conservative Congress, large-scale investment in the Pell Grant was unrealistic, Longanecker said.

“You can’t just cover the entire cost,” he said. “You don’t get it. We have to increase tax cuts, not spending.”

That line of reasoning helped Clinton win his bid for re-election over Republican candidate Bob Dole, who wanted a 15 percent, across-the-board tax cut. It also carries him through negotiations surrounding the fiscal 1999 budget.

The only government-run program Becky Stephens is counting on to help her out, she said jokingly, is the lottery. She doesn’t complain about her inability to take advantage of the President’s scholarship or the Lifetime Learning Credit because she says she has hope. Stroking the beads on a necklace her 8-year-old son, Josh, made for her in art class, Stephens said, “I believe that God gives you what you can deal with.”
What does “Earth Day” mean to you and what is its global significance?

Earth Day is a day which celebrates the beauty of our environment and signifies our commitment to saving our planet from ruin and utter destruction by human hands.

— Melissa Zelniker, Junior, Criminal Justice/Legal Studies, Miami Beach.

Earth Day means a variety of different people and groups uniting for a common good. Its global significance is proving that we, as a people, either can or can not put aside our differences to work together. I really hope we are able to come together and make a difference.

— Jamie Kapaniska, Senior, AD/PR, Cocoa Beach.
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DISCOVER LUXURY
UCF Area's Newest Apartment Community

STYLISHLY FURNISHED!
Ten, Twelve and Four Bedroom Apartments come Complete with:
• Fully Furnished Living Room
• Fully Furnished Dining Room
• Fully Furnished Bedrooms
• Full Size Washer and Dryer

THE GREAT OUTDOORS!
• Lighted Fitness Center
• Tennis and Tennis Courts
• Lighted Basketball Court
• Lighted Sand Volleyball Court
• Refreshing Swimming Pool

PERFECT LOCATION!
Across from the UCF Campus

LUXURY INTERIORS!
• All Utilities Included
• Fully Equipped Kitchen (includes refrigerator)
• Ceiling Fans in Every Bedroom

ROYAL TREATMENT!
• Package Acceptance and Delivery
• Fax and Copier Service
• Computer/Study Center
• 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
• Professional Management
• Access Control and Keyless Entry
• Individual Lease Program
• Personal Mailroom

SAFETY!
• Monitored Alarm System in Units
• Well Lighted Grounds, Parking Lots
• Panic Alarms in Each Bedroom
• Dualplex Locks at Each Entry

SHOW ME YOUR WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION OR I'LL SHOW YOU MINE

How to cram for summer.

It's a great way to store everything for the summer! Just bring your stuff to our nearby Public Storage Pickup & Delivery℠ facility and fill your own container. You pack it. You lock it. You keep the key. We'll store the container for you. It's the most inexpensive way to store this summer. From Public Storage Pickup & Delivery℠, America's self-storage leader.

Drive a little. Save a lot.

Public Storage
Pick up & Delivery

Orlando
6217 Emperor Drive
(Between Oak Ridge Rd. & Sand Lake Rd.,
 off Chancellor Drive.)
407-857-3437


Call us today to find out how to reserve your new apartment home!
(407) 282-4100

www.UCFFuture.com
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Gunshot fire leads to confiscation of cannabis

By ANNEMARIE MONTALI
Staff Writer

Police responded to a report of shots fired on campus on April 7. When they arrived, officers found a blue Chevrolet parked near a dirt mound where the shots were heard.

A male and female inside the car were approached. Police did not see any weapons, but a pipe, rolling papers and a small stem of cannabis were seen in plain view in the center console.

The items were confiscated and both people inside the car admitted to smoking the cannabis. The male was of age and was released. The female was a juvenile and was taken to UCPD, where her mother was called to pick her up.

In other reports from the UCPD:

Renee Martin-Culet, 19, reported someone attempted to enter her locked vehicle. Martin-Culet parked her vehicle on campus on April 7 at about 10 p.m. When she returned at noon the next day, she noticed her locks had been tampered. Someone apparently used a slim jim to pry the passenger door open. The lock on the door was broken but no entry was gained. Martin-Culet is willing to prosecute.

Caleb Conley, 18, was arrested on April 8 for possession of alcohol under the age of 21. Police observed Conley standing outside of Polk Hall with a beer in his hand at about 10 p.m. After being approached, Conley began to run away from the officers. Officers chased him into a room in Polk Hall. Conley was then placed under arrest.

Jason Tauritz, 20, reported that he parked his Acura Integra on campus on April 3 at about 12:15 p.m. When he returned three hours later, he discovered someone had keyed his car.

Every panel was damaged except for the roof and trunk. Two insignia caps were also taken from Tauritz' car. The caps are valued at $25.93 each. The damage to the vehicle is estimated at $1,400.

Police responded to an alarm at the UCF Bookstore on April 5. When officers arrived, they noticed several flyers on the outside bulletin board had been set on fire. The board was not damaged when officers patrolled the area the day before.
Nicolas Cage is Seth, an angel who falls in love with a doctor (Meg Ryan) and is willing to do anything to be with her in the romantic drama “City Of Angels.”

what he is and tells him that there is a way for the two lovers to be together. Messinger shows Seth that he was an angel once and chose to give it up to become human, or fall and become human. Confused at his what he is and tells him that there is a way to stay an angel or fall and become human. Confused at his changing situation, Seth turns to his friend and fellow celestial being, Cassiel, for advice. When Maggie finds out what Seth is and what he would have to give up to be with her, she rejects him and runs off to marry her human boyfriend. Fearing the loss of his true love, Seth takes the plunge and falls to the depths of mortality.

Nicolas Cage is, as always, not only a masterful and diverse actor as well. Meg Ryan, as Seth's human girlfriend, does a fantastically job in her part, and she and Cage work wonderfully together. They are able backed by great performances by both Dennis Franz and Andy Brugger, who plays Cassiel. "City of Angels" makes excellent use of some fabulous visual imagery, with great camera angles and some impressive scene setups. A very moving, romantic, and powerful film that is definitely worth seeing.
LISTEN UP!  BY SHANNON WRAY

Dimitri From Paris
Sacrébleu
(Random Records)

The Thompson Brothers Band
Blame It On The Dog
(RCA records)

Lucky 13
Chromosomes
(New Urth Records)

After popping in this amusing French collection, I really fell in love with the flirty feeling it gave me. Dimitri has hit a spot in my soft, romantic heart and even those nay sayers that deny any foreign romance will truly be weak in the knees. When coupled with his classic ability to mix and match, Dimitri composes a beautiful musical adventure. On the back cover, there is a sincere letter from an endearing fan, who after listening & reminiscing back to 1944, was “once again drawn by the mysterious charm of Paris, where romance awaits at every street corner.” Come on now, with sentences like this describing the power of music, how can I even begin to tell you what “Sacrébleu” remotely sounds like. Well, here goes. Cut sixteen, “Un World Mysterious” uses violins to create the mood, while a sexy French whisper utters “Mysterious.” Pretty salty. Other tracks like “Reveries” feature the crackle of old style recorded music, complete with a sleek intro and deep enduring echoes. But, my personal choice, the one that I listen to repeatedly, is “Ceci Very Stylish Fille” or “I’m a very stylish girl?” Yes it has soundbytes from some old time movie stars. The vixen like rhythm flows so naturally, that I really want to slip into something more comfortable, sway over to you and ask “How do I look?” One can only hope to get the same response that this little sexpot did.

This trio prides itself on its ability to “push the envelope of country, while staying grounded in its roots.” Well, I don’t know if that would be my exact description. Their ability to rock boogy-tonsks from Music City to Maine, isn’t my idea of time well spent, but everyone’s entitled to their own opinion, right? The first cut off of Blame It On The Dog, (Life’s Too Short) begins with a quote that says it all. “I was born and raised in this one-horse town.” That, to me, was the essence of this entire song and the next and the next and the next. The Thompson Brothers Band deserves credit for their attempt to stray from typical country, but they just couldn’t get past the dull drum stories of their home town. Andy Thompson, (lead vocalist/guitarist) swears that he “won’t let (his) daddy’s farm hold (him) down” and other stories feature daring attempts to undergo love repairs and such. The band got their start in the Boston suburb of Norwell, where brothers Andy and Mass “cut their teeth playing along with their father’s” Willie Nelson 8-tracks.” I can recognize their hard work, and “Blame It On The Dog.” The Thompson Brothers Band’s third album spins an honest sound from the fabric of country music, however, I personally couldn’t get involved in their stories, or their sound.

Convenient close to the door parking!
Free fountain drinks...Free popcorn!
Free 2 liter bottle of Coke, Sprite, Surge, or Citra with a $10 buyback! (4/27-5/1)*
Instant cash for your books!
Five registers-No waiting!!!

We also offer.....
Textbooks-Used and New...UCF Logo clothing...New South Park T-shirts...Magazines...New York Times Best Sellers at 30% off...Free Barnie’s coffee everyday...Copy paks...Supplies.....and much, much more!!

We Will Also Buy Back Books at Knights Crossing Apartments from 4/27-5/1
* While supplies last (Thousands of bottles to give away)
Aiguille: a great rush, workout

By GREGG HALKUFF
Staff Writer

Like most college seniors, I reached a point where I felt I didn’t have any extra time to exercise other than opening and closing the fridge. It’s true that I get lazy, but I was constantly looking for alternative ways to stay in shape. I decided long ago that I do not like to run (too much), and that I like to eat unhealthy foods too much to ever quit (still thin too). So over the last two years I have stayed in shape mostly by doing sit ups and pushups, occasionally. So when I was asked to go try indoor rock climbing I was really curious, and when I mentioned it to my roommate, he immediately called the hospital and reserved an ambulance. I do admit to being slightly accident prone (name a body part and I’ve broken it), but don’t despair because there are places for us.

One of them happens to be indoor rock climbing, a safe and very challenging workout and adventure. I went to the Aiguille Rock Climbing Center in Longwood with mixed feelings and emotions. I am an adrenaline freak and have skydived and bungee jumped, so danger is something I am concerned with safety first. I got a good experience indoor rock climbing. The instructor was excellent and concerned with safety first. I got a good workout, and I pushed myself physically and emotionally, while still having fun.

As a man, this place appealed to my ego, like these daring adventurers scaling away, at Aiguille Rock Climbing Center in Longwood. I consider myself a typical male in many regards and I believe that sometimes not succeeding at something is way worse than getting hurt physically. Cuts and scars are signs of manliness, but failure and emotional pain is harder for us to take (we’re men, love us or leave us). I had a really good experience indoor rock climbing. The instructor was excellent and concerned with safety first. I got a good workout, and I pushed myself physically and emotionally, while still having fun.

Aguille Rock Climbing Center is open seven days a week in Longwood and offers all the equipment and training you need when you arrive. Monday is student day, which includes unlimited climbing and your email for ten dollars. For exact prices and directions, please call 32-1439.

By MERCEDES MCELMURRY
Staff Writer

Rock climbing anyone? That’s right, rock climbing in Central Florida. The Aiguille Rock Climbing Center in Alabam offers an indoor model of outdoor rock climbing. But don’t think that means it’s easier. The walls are designed to make you think and test your confidence.

Newcomers are started on the same introduction wall, where the instructor teaches you how to get into your harness, and tie the appropriate knots for safety. After practicing to tie the knots and rope properly when going up and down the wall, the other person who’s helping hold the rope also has to make sure they can lead you up the wall and bring you down safely. The introduction got me a little nervous, all this talk about not letting the rope go, and which way to hold it, was starting to worry me. I have never done anything like this before and I’ve spent most of my life in Florida, where there aren’t very many rocks to climb, but bungee jumping and sky diving are out of my league at least for now. Getting into the gear was interesting. First you have these shoes, that are almost like karate shoes, not much to them, then this harness that attaches to your legs and waist, and then attached to that is a chalk bag, then you attach the rope. If you are the one responsible for holding the other person while they climb, you have to attach yourself properly to the other side of the rope. This is where trust comes in. If you trust the person who literally has your life in their hands, you are good to go.

Now, I will admit, I was a little afraid of heights. The first time climbing was a little scary, especially when I looked down and realized that I was just being held up by one rope and a harness. And believe me, when I say that the harness is not all that comfortable, especially when you are coming down the wall—MAJOR wedge time. Needless to say I didn’t venture to the top. But, with less apprehensions than the first, the second time was actually fun, it gave me a lot of self confidence.

I just thought to myself, “I’m going to do this!” and to the top I went. I never thought I would be doing anything like this and it was great.

It was a good exercise not only for your body but for your mind as well. Rock climbing is a thinking game, you have to plan where you are going to move to next. Each wall has a different level of difficulty and thinking strategies, and some walls you don’t even use harnesses with. I did attempt to free climb, but the hard part was getting down without a harness. I wouldn’t say that this is easier for boys than girls or vice versa. If you think you can, it doesn’t matter what sex you are. There were several girls doing better than some of the guys. I really enjoyed myself, and anyone would, whether you are looking for something fun to do for exercise or just feel like building your self-confidence, check this place out.

DTC Computer Inc.

Rated “Best Overall” of Pentium II Systems

- Byte Magazine, Sept. ‘97

- 3 Year Warranties on all Systems®
- Local Service, Support, & Maintenance
- All systems are Internet ready
- All systems are approved for use in UCF’s network
- Student Pricing on all Computer Systems
- Educational Pricing on Software

* DTK Computers purchased at the UCF Computer Store carry a standard 3 year warranty, first year on-site, and an additional one year extended warranty for students still enrolled at the University. Four year total warranty. Ask for details.

For departmental sales, contact: Students, Faculty, and Staff, contact:

A/G Technologies, Inc. The UCF Computer Store
www.agtechnologies.com www.computerstore.ucf.edu
(800) 819-8668 (407) 823-5603
(800) 819-8668
DTK Computer products are distributed by A/G Technologies, Inc. - www.agtechnologies.com
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$$50.00$$

SIGN-ON BONUS

After Working Only 40 Hours

PHONE CONSULTANTS

Full & Part-Time Positions
Flexible Schedules

Excellent opportunity for motivated, positive people with the following:
- Sales or Customer Service
- Background
- Excellent People Skills
- Commitment to Long-Term Project
- Good Attitude

Kelly wants to give the right people:
- Up to $50 per hour
- $100.00 Referral Bonus
- Paid Training
- Great Work Environment
- Bonuses & Incentives

CALL TODAY

MAITLAND UCF AREA
661-0383 206-7815

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Never an Applicant Fee
The first bone that moves when the music hits

By MICHAEL J. CHRISTOPHER
Staff Writer

I met with the members of Groove Bone at a local pub during a trip to examine it’s layout and meet with the manager to discuss a potential show there. Over a quick meal I had a round table discussion with guitarist David G. Rankin, bass player Rick Navarro, and drummer Eric Frates.

CFF: How old was your mom when you were born?
David: 43. My mom’s 70.
Eric: Small fact to add, he’s one of eleven.
David: The youngest of eleven.
CFF: How about your influences?
Eric: My influences? Tower of Power, anything funky, anything nasty that’s got a little bit of stench coming from it.
David: James Brown, gotta give props to the Godfather. Next, Badlands and Vaughn, Allman Brothers, and...
Eric: Funkadelic.
CFF: And the bass man?
Rick: Beatles, Steelhand, Rush, Led Zeppelin.
David: Earth, Wind, and Fire, don't forget them. We love Earth, Wind, and Fire.
CFF: Tell me about Groove Bone. What’s it mean? Where’d the name come from?
David: Okay, Groove Bone, is simply defined, as the first bone that moves when the music hits you. You see you got the groove thing going on, okay, and then you got the bone. Now I happen to be the groove side of the bone, and my boys here, the Fright Train, and Slick Rick, happen to be the bone, because every single body has the back bone to it, and the Groove Bone got it’s backbone. It’s tight here, sitting at this table.
CFF: Have you worked with Puff Daddy yet?
Eric: No! And if I have anything to say, he will never redo any of my songs!
David: you know, unless he pays us a lot of money.
Rick: I listened to Puff Mommy once, and that’s all I needed.
CFF: How do you market yourselves?
David: Basically we have our own production company, Bone-a-fied Productions. Any time we step out on a gig Bone-a-fied provides the PA, as well as through that company we set up our accounts through the local radio stations, with the local clubs and secure their monies and our monies to go out and do the promotions. We do it on a gig to gig basis, based on who’s in town and what kind of clubs we’re showcasing at. The clubs that allow us to showcase our own music are going to get a lot of good promotion from us because they’re allowing us to come in and play our original stuff.
Eric: Basically we keep it real. We go in and let our music talk for us and we don’t have to call them back. We get called.
CFF: You have your debut CD available right now. Where can someone find it?
David: You can find it at all Peaches locations, at the Groove Tube in Melbourne and Cocoa Beach, you can also find it at Waxtree here in Orlando, Music 4 Less in Kissimmee, and soon at Jani Lane’s Sunset Strip, and SOON all over the world baby!
CFF: What’s the best thing about being in a band?
Rick: Best is getting to play live and getting the reaction from the audience.
Eric: Knowing that I’m using my God-given talent to do what I love and still making money to survive in this world, because some people aren’t as fortunate, having to dig ditches or going to college for eight years...
Rick: Whooo! Pointing the finger at Michael!
Eric: No, I just thank God for my talent.
David: Writing songs that change peoples lives.
CFF: And what’s the worst thing about being in a band?
Eric: When you’re sick. Stay home, and nobody comes in, and there ain’t much bad about it. When you’re in a band you’re usually with your brothers and they’re gonna carry you when you’re down. Else than that, it’s just that sometimes society looks down upon that as not a career, more like a hobby, and it’s very much real to all of us, it’s terrible that we have to answer for it.
David: Worst thing about being in a band is not being able to read people’s minds.
Rick: Smoke, being in a place that’s full of smoke. Dealing with unpredictable people, and when you’re in band it’s like a marriage, there are ups and downs, so you just have to treat it carefully.
CFF: Pop quiz - How many bones in the human body?
Eric: 236!
Rick: Whooo!
CFF: How many bones in a Groove Bone?
David: Only one, baby.
Eric: I thought it was like eight or nine?
David: Only one groove in the Groove Bone, you see it’s two words; groove and bone.

Byline:

Groove Bone can be seen and heard this month on 4/14 and 4/21 at Sloppy Joe’s, 4/17 and 4/18 at Sunset Strip, and 4/24 at The Green Parrot.

Writers wanted for summer. Call 977-1009

YOUR UCF BOOKSTORE HAS MOVED!

Your on-campus bookstore has now temporarily moved to portables located between Fine Arts Building and VAB. Look for the banners.

BUYBACK Cap & Gown pickup, and Summer Textbook Purchases will Continue.

Guaranteed Best Buyback Prices!!

Please call us at UCF-BOOK (823-2665)
For Rent / Sale

House for sale: Immediate 2nd floor office. Florida room, spacious, 7 minutes from UCF. $489,000, call 275-9592 for more information.

STM: $72,000, Beautiful 2 bedroom, 2000 sq ft. stores, lifestyle stores, colleges, artists. Date must be a graduating senior with GPA of 100% or above and enrolled in any summer session class. Call Gretchen 834-3267.

520 TRiumph TR6 -- call 275-9902 for more information.

For Sale: WP550J Former Model Home 3/2 many options including bedrooms, quiet residence. Call 407/342-7528 day/night and leave Mental Health group. $25/hr. Need both.

BROTHER LARGE office, Florida room, privacy fence. 7 miles to UCF. Cable hook up, unfurnished, utilities, immediately. 646-9493.

422-1000. Location Central

Roommate needed. 10 min from UCF, $275/month + 1/2 utilities. Nice house. Please call Lindsey 539-1577.

Wanted

I will buy your extra tickets to graduation. I need tickets to the Health and Public Affairs Spring Graduation. I have a very large family and they all want to come - please call 834-9399.

I need arts and sciences graduation tickets. I will pay cash. I have an extreme large family - please call 834-9399 and leave a message.

Put the Central Florida Future to work for you.

Place your classified ad today!

Call 977-1009 to get results.
Cookbook is a taste of Orlando

By HENRY SPRINGS
Staff Writer

With the barrage of specialty and celebrity cookbooks that are filling local book stores you may find yourself in need of something special to lead you around Central Florida or possibly through your own kitchen with authentic recipes. Although Central Florida doesn't have a Wynona's or a Four Seasons it has some well established restaurants with unique atmospheres and cuisines to sample. One of Central Florida's little secrets is a volume of signature recipes from 50 of Central Florida's best restaurants, "Restaurant Secrets." "Restaurant Secrets" premiered on local book store shelves on March 13th. It offers a large selection of entrees from restaurants in Orlando and surrounding areas including Lake Buena Vista, Winter Park, and Cocoa Beach, just to name a few. It's a colorful volume complete with photographs and simple instructions on how to prepare simple and sometimes elaborate signature dishes. There are also phone numbers and addresses, so if you'd like to make reservations to expand your horizons.

The names and selections run the gamut. Max's grille offers a recipe for a whole grilled snapper stuffed with rosemary and lemon. La Crepe En Hait offers a bistro la crepes bouillabaisse. Or you may prefer something a little more mundane like clam chowder from Cape May Cafe. Whatever your tastes, seafood, pork, mushrooms, zucchini, chicken, pasta, and vegetable dishes, there will be something for you to try.

Entertainment Publications, who put the book together, is hoping to cash in on its success and subsequent additions possibly featuring the best soups, appetizers, or desserts. More than 650 community groups and 230 schools throughout Central Florida have benefited from 2.4 million dollars raised during the last three years by Entertainment Publications. Sales of the cookbook will go towards raising the additional one million dollar goal. Last year and this year's funding will go towards benefiting school technology rooms, playground/nursery equipment, transportation vehicles, seeing eye dogs, youth homes/building funds, and much, much more.

THE Crossword

ACROSS
1 More protected
4 Disembark
10 Oil changes
14 Type of spit
15 ABC
16 Top-notch
17 Coins, in a way
18 Friend in need
19 Penguin
20 Big bear
21 It may be Scotch
22 It may be
24 Enraging
27 Deserted poorly
30 Like cheese
31 Sizes older
34 Car
35 - lb
36 White heron
37 Active ingredient
40 Table snack
41 Famous day
42 Post, present or past
43 Mumps or West
44 When's it due?
45 Come to mind
46 In a crime
47 Strengthen
50 Keep in mind
52 Sandbox
55 Most unimportant
59 Teenager's place
61 Basket or cellphone
63 Batteries inventor
64 Navy
66 Blanket
68 German restaurant
71 Unrelated song
72 Lauren's Renovations
73 Turtles
57 Down
1 Hends
2 Locked
3 Real
4 Tend to
5 Developing
6 Merry
7 Churn
8 Building addition
9 Plastic wolf
10 Course
11 Weather word
12 Slowly
13 Chance upon
21 Off of the
22 Of the
25 Scars
26 Tell a tale
27 Marble
28 Groups of active
29 Indian currents
30 Make animals
31 Author's writing
32 Stored coal
33 Fish
35 High volume
37 Magnificent
39 Peppers
40 Animals
41 Asd
46 -ist
50 Descent
51 Pick up an
52 Bearing

ANSWERS

53 Approximately
54 Scope
55 Snowman
56 Banana
57 Ama
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Kappa Sigma fraternity charged with numerous violations

COLLEGE PRESS RELEASE

BATON ROUGE, La. — Louisiana State University officials have charged members of Kappa Sigma with several violations of school policies after the fraternity threw a "barnyard party" during which members allegedly killed animals, paid strippers to perform, served alcohol to minors and wrote derogatory phrases on the clothing of women in attendance.

Members must now decide whether they are going to contest what university officials have called "serious offenses" or face punishment as decided by a school administrator or judicial board made up of school officials, faculty members and students.

Before hearing the case, the fraternity filed appropriate paperwork with the university and was explicitly told that no alcohol or live animals would be allowed — terms the fraternity agreed to live by, said Kelly Brady, a spokesman for the university's office of Greek affairs.

"Law school professors are encouraged by the American Bar Association to do pro bono work," Lobel said. "I think that's all we've done here."

Lueenburg said Slocum has "brained this horse until there's nothing left but individual atoms floating around."

University officials have not disciplined the professors, and it's still uncertain whether they will, school spokesman Ken Service said. "The university recognizes and understands that this is a complex issue," Service said.

In light of the controversy, school policies are being revised with guidelines stating under what conditions faculty members may perform free services or accept outside work.

NCAA To Pay Tarkanian $2.5 Million

FRESNO, Calif. — The National Collegiate Athletic Association announced April 2 that it will pay men's basketball coach Jerry "The Dude" Tarkanian $2.5 million to settle a lawsuit in which he alleged the association had conspired to ban him out of college basketball.

Tarkanian, who now coaches at California State University at Fresno, filed the suit six years ago, shortly after he was forced to resign from the University of Nevada at Las Vegas. The NCAA twice put the men's basketball program on probation for violations that happened under Tarkanian's watch.

Even before his arrival in Nevada, Tarkanian and the association had been at odds. After Tarkanian left a job he'd held from 1968 to 1993 at California State University at Long Beach, the association put the school on probation citing several violations it claimed happened under his watch.

Tarkanian filed one suit against the NCAA in the 1980s, accusing the association of not allowing him due process throughout its investigations. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in 1989 that the association is not a government agency and therefore not bound by the constitutional provisions of due process.

But that didn't stop Tarkanian from again filing suit in 1992. In the lawsuit, the coach claimed the association was conspiring to wreck his career. The case was scheduled for trial next month in Nevada — a state where Tarkanian, who led UNLV to the national men's college basketball championship in 1990, is still very popular.

The association tried to have the trial moved elsewhere, but did not appeal from the court's rulings that may have influenced the NCAA to settle the case.
Knights try for better showing against FIU

From PAGE 28

The first costly error on defense came when centerfielder Esix Sneed overran a single, allowing the Hatter's Trey Parker to score the game-winning run from first. Stetson, which entered the game with a 6.25 ERA, shut-down UCF over the last three innings, striking out only senior outfielder Will Croud's single in the sixth.

"We got the lead early, but just didn't do the things to keep it," said freshmen first baseman Matt Bowser, who went 7-for-11 with two home runs in the series. "We didn't keep hitting, scoring runs and playing defense and that's why we lost.

Reliever Jason Arnold (1-2), who struck out four in two innings, took the decision after entering in the sixth and letting the two runners he inherited to score and giving up the unearned run off Sneed's error. Held pitched five winnng innings, striking out five while allowing six hits and six runs, four earned.

The offense, fairing better than the defense, scored 31 runs against the Hatters. Senior shortstop Eric Riggs had the best single-game hitting performance in school history in the opener, going 6-for-6 with a home run, two doubles, four RBIs and four runs scored. Riggs' big game highlighted the team's season-best, 26-hit game. Eight different batters had multi-hit games, including six with at least three.

The Knights' defense allowed five unearned runs in the series, however, as the teams combined for eight errors.

"Friday night [UCF coach Jay] Bergman and I just shook our heads and said that was ugly," Stetson coach Pete Dunn said. UCF had 22 hits in 13 innings. Saturday, led by Bowser's four hits and team-leading 10th home run.

Senior Matt Luboysznyi (4-1) won the third game, 9-4, in pitching his first complete game of the season. He allowed 10 hits, four runs, three earned, and recorded four strikeouts. Luboysznyi held Stetson catcher Sammy Serrano, who entered the game with a .500 average, hitless in his first three at bats. Serrano hit doubles in the sixth and seventh innings, but UCF was ahead.

"You can't go into a game focusing on one hitter because all of the hitters can give you problems," Luboysznyi said. "You're going to get most hitters out seven out of 10 times, so you can't worry about one hitter.

Looking ahead: UCF travels to Miami to face Florida International April 17-18 after playing midweek games at South Florida (April 14) and against Bethune-Cookman College (April 15), which is coming off a 13-1 loss at top-ranked Miami on April 12.

The Knights lost two of three at home the last time it faced the Panthers. UCF and FIU are tied for first in the TAAC South Division at 6-3, so this weekend could determine who will win the division's No. 1 seed for the conference tournament in early May. The Panthers have won seven of their last nine regular-season meetings with the Knights.

We have to approach the [FIU series] one game at a time," Bergman said. "We have to go down there and play hard and make some things happen for us.

Stetson Notebook: Freshman outfielder Darryl Stephens hit the first home run of his career in the fifth inning of the series finale. Arnold's ERA was 0.43 heading into the home series with FIU April 3-4. After giving up Serrano's three-run home run on Friday, his ERA stands at 2.05. "He's a freshman," Bergman said. "He's still trying to strike out every batter." Arnold has 31 strikeouts in 26.1 innings. Bergman rested senior starter Todd Bellhorn (8-0, 1.70 ERA), who is third wins away from tying the school's record for a season, in order to give the two-way player's arm a break. Bellhorn has played in right field for 40 games and pitched 53 innings. Bellhorn still played outfield in all three games. He had three hits in the series opener and a pair of RBI singles in the third game. ... Starter Chris Miller pitched in Bellhorn's place, allowing seven runs, four earned, and six hits in four innings. ... Riggs' career day pushed his batting average over .400, but it dropped to .394 after he went 2-for-8 in the doubleheader. Riggs leads the team with 20 doubles and 47 RBIs.

100 POSITIONS AVAILABLE

During April and May we are hiring for phone reps at the Sprint TELECENTERS Inc. UCF/Research Park facility. For your hard work and winning attitude, we offer:

→ $7.00 hr base
→ $1.00 hr in bonuses
→ Referral bonuses
→ Flexible Schedules
→ Paid Training

Energetic individuals who'd like to earn money and meet new friends. Contact Brett for an interview!

206-7814

Men's team shoots final-round 310

From PAGE 28

34th with a 10-over-par 226. Simon Sainz finished 45th with a 12-over par 238. The tournament featured nine SEC schools, plus Florida State, Memphis and UCF.

The Knights play in the TAAC Championships April 20-21 in Atlanta, Ga.

Education alumni golf tourney set

The UCF College of Education Alumni Chapter will hold its annual scholarship golf tournament on April 17 at Elkana Golf Club.

All proceeds benefit scholarships for UCF students pursuing a career in education.

In addition to golf, participants receive free use of the driving range, goodie bag, lunch, beverages on the course, barbecue dinner and are eligible for awards.

Cost is $60 for students and $75 for all others. Cost is $12 for a couple wish to eat dinner out. Hole sponsorships are also available.

The four-player, shotgun scramble event begins at 11 a.m. Registration starts at noon. For information, call UCF-ALUM.
make. It's the officials' call, so let them make it. I'm glad they made it the way they did."

After some deliberation the officials upheld the touchdown call, claiming Thorpe was never touched. Thorpe completed the two-point conversion to wide receiver Charles Lee to stretch the lead to 43-40. The game ended with Culpepper running out of time in his own territory.

"I talked to the officials before the game and told them that both quarterbacks were not to be hit. If they're tagged, they're down. Obviously (official) Kevin Williamson didn't see it that way," Black team coach Mike Kruziel said. "Jeff Fye could've ripped his head off, but I'm glad he didn't. He did what I told him to do, and that's not hit him. It was a good show, at least, and we got through it without many injuries."

Culpepper and the Black team took command early, with running back Daryl Jones scoring the first of his three touchdowns on the opening drive. The Gold team answered on its first play from scrimmage as coach Paul Lounsbury called for a reverse pass that resulted in a 20-yard touchdown heave from Lee to Mark Nounsant. Culpepper led his Black squad to scores on all five of its first-half possessions, running in the lead to 33-14 at the half. After the Gold got a 43-yard scoring pass from Thorpe to Kamal Smith, he punched it in from two yards out, giving the Black a seemingly insurmountable 21 lead.

"We were out of sync early," Thorpe said. "They did a good job of eating the clock so it took us a while to get going. Once we got the ball rolling at the beginning of the third quarter, we never stopped."

Running back Mike Grant scored his second touchdown on a 20-yard pass over the middle to pull within 13. Thorpe then culminated an 11-play, 72-yard drive, the longest of the day, by diving in from the 1-yard line to give the Gold with-in five. Culpepper finally came out of the game, giving way to junior transfer Kelvin Robinson. Robinson didn't attempt a pass, keeping the ball on the ground to kill the clock, but a fumble at the 42-yard line gave the Gold a chance to complete the comeback.

"We should've won the game. It was a fluke at the end and they all know that," said Black team tight end Blake Thames. "We'll kid each other about it. Even though it was a competition we're all a team. It's all in fun."

Gold assistant coach Sean Beckton said: "The drafting of the teams told us it was going to be an evenly matched game."

"We get bragging rights. We rag each other throughout the week about this game, but it's really a reward to all the kids who have basted their butts all spring," Beckton added. "Culpepper guaranteed he was going to win this one, and we were going to do our best to make it hard for him. We put it on us early, but we hung in there and never laid down."

The game is especially meaningful for the two senior quarterbacks. It gives Thorpe a 2-0 advantage over Culpepper in head-to-head battles, something that Thorpe isn't going to let Culpepper forget anytime soon.

"I've been trying to keep my mouth shut because I was wanting to win this last one before I started talking. Splitting with him would not have done me any good, but now that live beaten him both times I can hold it over his head," Thorpe said. "I hope he makes it to the NFL Hall of Fame, so I can give him a hard time about it until we die."

Coach Mike Kruziel, Jones chose East Carolina running out of time in his own territory.

"I felt it was more beneficial to me to play one year down here in Florida since I'm always going to college and I had I-A offers from ECU, Georgia and Tulane and it was mainly a best type thing."

After a season at ECU, Jones followed his recruiting and Pirates offensive coordinator Todd Barry to JSU, where Barry became head coach. Despite a successful season, the cold Midwestern winters and a turf field eventually caused Jones to transfer to UCF.

"I probably could have gone and stuck it out and made the best of it, but I felt it was more beneficial to me to play one year down here in Florida since I'm always going to college and I had I-A offers from ECU, Georgia and Tulane and it was mainly a best type thing."
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Still a Division I-AA school and I had I-A offers from ECU, Georgia and Tulane and it was mainly a best type thing."
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UCF offense gains high praise

Sure, blitzing was prohibited, the quarterbacks were down by contact, and zone defense against a pair of senior quarterbacks would normally spell disaster, but 791 yards and 83 total points were eye-popping reminders of how potent the offense can be.

"You put all that talent you saw on the field, even without Burley, who couldn’t get out there today, and this offense is awesome," Coach Mike Kruczek said. "They could be the best offense in the country. I really believe that."

Quarterback Daunte Culpepper will be the trigger man in the offense, but backup Jason Thorpe has proved he can be a worthy replacement at a moment’s notice. Michael Grant, Daryl Jones, and Eddie Mack will all see time at tailback. The receiving corps are even more impressive, featuring Burley, Mark Nonsant, Kenny Clark, Tavarius Davis, tight ends Blake Thames and Joey Hubbard and the fast-improving Charles Lee.

"Lee hasn’t been stopped all spring," Kruczek said. "If this offense works hard, they will be something special."

Spring game features position changes

The Black and Gold game showed fans a glimpse of what they can expect this fall when the Knights take the field. It also featured a glimpse at the unexpected—players trying out new positions. Included in the fun was a former basketball forward at wide receiver in Tony Marlow, a cornerback at wideout in Paul Miranda and quarterback Tyson Hinshaw also giving wide receiver a try. Hinshaw caught a pass from Jason Thorpe for a 34-yard gain, which drew praise from Kruczek.

"That really surprised me that they put Hinshaw in at wide receiver," Kruczek said. "He did a great job. He may have to move there permanently. He’ll play a lot out there. He’s got a spot."

Daryl Jones, who made an impression at tailback with a game-high 68 rushing yards and three touchdowns, also doesn’t care where he plays as long as he’s out there.

"Whatever coach wants to do with me, I’m fine with it," Jones said. "I don’t care if I’m third or I’m sixth, or put me on the line, whatever. Just let me play."

With Jones solid play and fullback Joe Field leaving the team this spring, UCF will use Dwight Collins at fullback. Collins will compete with Page Sessoms and Dossy Robbins for the first-team position.

Tony Mejia
By TONY MEJIA
Staff Writer

When Blake Thames signed his national letter of intent with UCF, it was as an honorable mention all-state quarterback from West Palm Beach Forest Hills High School. He knew school’s like Ohio State, Ole Miss and UCF weren’t recruiting him to throw the ball, but rather to fulfill the much valued position of athlete, which is coach speak for good enough to play somewhere.

Thames play so far this spring is assuring that he’ll have some place to play, but it wasn’t that long ago that Thames still harbored hopes of playing behind center. In fact, he was determined to transfer if he had to.

"Before spring started I still wanted to be a quarterback. When I asked Coach Kruczek about it, he told me to give tight end a try. At that point I was ready to transfer," Thames said. "Now that I made the switch, I think it is the best place for me. I have no regrets about giving up quarterback. I think I have a big future at tight end."

Kruczek and his staff sure hope so. Thames has received extensive playing time at tight end despite being at a lighter weight (He is currently 6-foot-2, 215 pounds) than his position demands. In the Black and Gold game, Thames was one of Daunte Culpepper’s favorite targets, catching six passes for 62 yards.

"I think we’ve definitely made the right decision with Blake. In the back of his mind initially in the spring, we he wanted to try quarterback, but I made things clear," Kruczek said. "I said ‘No, under no circumstances are you going to play there,’ so he’s made up his mind that he’s going to play elsewhere. He’s that kind of young man and he’s going to make himself into a fantastic tight end."

Thames has been nothing if not boorish in his pursuit of a place to play, and looks like he’ll make his mark at tight end. Thames entered college last year at a mere 198 pounds, but he has consistently added pounds since moving to tight end last year and he is promising more.

"I just have to put on more weight to play there, I figure I need to put on about twenty more pounds," Thames said. "I’m hoping to fit in well with the receiving corps, keep improving, and show what I can do.”

Thames has shown glimpses of his ability with his performance in the Black and Gold game and in organized scrimmages. In the second spring scrimmage on April 4, Thames caught five passes for 90 yards and a touchdown. He combines speed with power, often dragging defenders for up to five or 10 extra yards before being tackled. His inspired effort led to cheers and encouragement from the sidelines, especially Kruczek.

"He’s going to be a heck of a tight end. He’s going to grow into a big body," said Kruczek. "We knew that he was going to be an inside receiver when we recruited him. He’s an athlete who can catch the football and he’s made up his mind that that’s where he is going to play. He’s been a big surprise so far.”

Thames’ emergence gives quarterback Daunte Culpepper another option, which he welcomes. Culpepper said the converted high school quarterback can find playing time in an already crowded receiving corps.

"You can never have too many receivers. He’s a very hard worker," Culpepper said. "He showed today that when he catches the ball, he’s always trying to get in the end zone. He’ll be one of the keys to us having one of the best offenses in the country. That’s our ultimate goal.”

While Thames thought he would be taking a different path than the one he’s embarked on, throwing passes instead of catching them, he agrees that the tight end position should give him his best chance for success.

"I hope I can catch a lot of passes. I think like a quarterback sometimes in that I always want the ball," Thames said. "Besides, I know what it’s like, if you throw a pass you don’t want your receivers dropping them. I always feel I should catch everything thrown at me. I know Daunte hates dropped passes, and I hate dropping them, so we have an understanding.”
Gold team turns back Black, 43-40

By TONY MEJIA
Staff Writer

Duante Culpepper had run out of time. Despite all that he's done in his career at UCF, Culpepper will never have won the annual Black and Gold spring football game. Fellow senior quarterback Jason Thorpe and the Gold team saw to that, coming back from a 19-point deficit to capture a 43-40 win.

"I really wanted to win this one," said Culpepper, who is now 0-3 in spring games. "This is something that has avoided me my entire career, but it was a good game, a good spring, and this was a good competitive situation. Still, you always want to win the game, so it's tough."

This year's Black and Gold game had one main difference from typical football games—the quarter back could not be tackled. As a safety measure, Culpepper and Thorpe were to be ruled down simply by being touched or held. It sounds simple enough, but the rule provided a controversial finish to this year's game courtesy of Thorpe.

"I scrambled to my left and didn't see anything open, so I cut back and I guess everyone thought someone put their hand on my back," Thorpe said. "I didn't hear the whistle so I just kept running. Whether it was legitimate or not is not my call to say anything about that, it was a tough decision."

By JANET GILBERT
Research Assistant

UCF running back Daryl Jones keeps his family close to his heart. Literally.

Jones has a tattoo on his chest that reads Daryl J, to remind his daughter Delara, "My daughter has an obsession with [the TV show] Martin," Jones said. "She calls me Murta and she calls herself Gina [Martin's TV girlfriend]."

"I got it to tell her I'm Daddy, Daryl J." Family first, entertainment second - something Jones may live by now, too. But Jones said he didn't fully realize the importance of family until a game two years ago.

As the starting tailback for Illinois State, Jones remembers coming to Orlando for UCF's homecoming game in 1996.

"I had all my family home and it was the first time people from Florida got a chance to watch me play," said Jones, who starred at nearby Rockledge High School. "It was like homecoming for me and it was UCF's homecoming."

Although the Redbirds lost 42-15, Jones led his team in rushing (18 carries, 70 yards) and was second in receiving (10 catches, 40 yards).

"The whole summer [of 1996], our players kept asking me 'When are you going to play like you did in the Central Florida game?'" Jones said. "It took me some time to understand that it was just the fact it was a lot of things that can make you play your best — surrounding atmosphere, things like that."

"I feel that if I'm going to be the best player I can, I needed to come home," Jones' road home has been long and winding. Originally recruited by UCF

See TRANSFER, Page 24

UCF wins Stetson series, Bergman unhappy with errors

By DEREK GONSOLIN
Sports Editor

The baseball team won its series with Stetson, but Coach Jay Bergman expects much more from his team if it's going to be successful in the Trans America Athletic Conference.

UCF (29-14, 6-3) took two of three from the Hatters this past weekend, outslugging Stetson 16-13, on April 10 before splitting a doubleheader on Saturday. The Knights gave up nine unearned runs in the series, including three in the loss, a 7-6 decision in the first game of the doubleheader.

"That's baseball, but it's not good baseball and that doesn't win championships," Bergman said.

With UCF up 6-3 in the second game of the series, catcher Shane Garrett's indecision in a fourth-inning rundown kept the Knights from recording the third out. After starter Travis Helf had struck out Stetson's Jason Shipley, the two baserunners converged on second base. Garrett ran towards the runner from first base, but couldn't decide which base to throw it to and the runners made it to first and second safely. The following batter singled to make the score 6-4.

Held, who hadn't started in weeks due to a sore shoulder, hit the first batter he faced and threw the next batter's bunt into right field to start Stetson's four-run, sixth-inning rally.

See KNIGHTS, Page 23

FROM the SPORTS desk

Track tunes up for TAAC at Raging Bull

Select athletes from the women's track and field team competed at the Raging Bull Twilight Invitational on April 11 at the University of South Florida. The meet, which featured USF, North Florida, Florida International, Florida Memorial, Florida, Miami, Bethune Cookman, Freedonia State, and UCF, was an unscored team meet.

Six Golden Knights placed at the meet with Amber Twyner finishing second in the javelin (120-feet, 5-inches) and third in the shot put (36-feet, 5-inches), Amy Lendman placed sixth in the javelin (85-feet, 1-inch), 10th in the triple jump (12-feet, 4-inches), 12th in the long jump (14-foot, 6-inches) and 14th in the 200-meter dash (27.70).

Shar Lammers and Kelly Lackner placed eighth and 14th, respectively, in the 800-meter run. Lammers finished with a time of 2:27.49 while Lackner finished with a time of 2:34.31. Tammy Bryant placed 17th in the 1,500-meter run (5:32.09) and Neshika Skyes placed fifth in the 100 meter hurdles with a time of 14.94 seconds.

UCF will defend its Trans America Athletic Conference Championship title on Friday and Saturday, April 17-18 on the campus of Florida International University.

Women lose season finale, streak ends at 14

The No. 24 South Alabama women's tennis team beat No. 65 UCF, 9-0, in Mobile, Ala., on April 11, snapping the team's winning streak at 14.

No. 1 singles player Maria Widyadharma lost to Vanda Novakova 6-3, 6-7, 1-6 and No. 2 Ann Scantesson fell 6-3, 6-0, 2-6 to Lenka Jakubekova. No other Knight lasted longer than two sets.

UCF (18-5) looks to defend its Trans America Athletic Conference championship when the men's and women's TAAC tournaments begin April 16 in Macon, Ga. The men's team (12-9), runners up in last year's championship, will try for the first men's TAAC championship in school history. The championship games are on April 19.

Golf places 12th at Hitchcock

The men's golf team shot a final round 314 and finished 12th at the Billy Hitchcock Intercollegiate in Opelika, Ala. on April 12. Kristian Svallheim led the Golden Knights finishing tied for

See MENS, Page 23